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By Kristine Meldrum Denholm 

FIGHTING

FLAB
Trainer Debi Balmert believes you CAN get solid 
abs...no matter what your age or story. She is 
shown here in front  
of 5 lbs of fat vs. 5 lbs of lean muscle.
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When Debi Balmert had her third child, 
weighing 10 lbs., 6 oz., she wondered 
if she’d get ever get her body back. The 
doctor found a three-inch gap between the 

abdominal muscles. 

“You’re a mom, you have 
three kids,” he had shrugged. 
“Just get over it.”

She didn’t. 
“It was a feeling of I’m 

doomed,” she says. “But it 
was not acceptable to me, 
even back then.” 

Balmert was inspired 
by a picture of a 48-year-
old woman in a bikini who 
looked trim and fit. Within 
the following year, she lost 
30 pounds and became a 
certified trainer. She visited 
her doctor again, to show 
him that yes, moms can lose 
that belly. “He couldn’t get a 
half-inch gap between my ab 
muscles or put his pinky finger 
between the abs.” 

That was in 1993. Now 51, 
Balmert is owner of Backyard 
Boot Camp in LaGrange and 
Middleburg Heights, where 
she’s been teaching about 
getting fit and losing that 
gut – even after having kids, 
whether six months or 16 
years ago. She wants women 
to know they can do it.  

“I hear women getting very 
low, just a lower energy level, 
a lower vibration. They have 
low self-esteem about their 
bodies… They’ll say, ‘But I’ve 
had two c-sections,’ and I’ll 
say, ‘yes, but I’ve had other 
clients with a flat belly. It’s 
more of a challenge, but it can 
be done.’”

Pauline Calabrese, a 
trainer at the Mandel Jewish 
Community Center in 
Beachwood, agrees. “You 
can lose that baby fat,” she 
says. “It can work; it might just 
take a little longer to get that 
six-pack.”

So what is the prevailing 
CW toward a taut, toned 
tummy? What should women 
do to reclaim their abs?

Before beginning any 
regimen, get approval from 

your medical professional, 
especially at the doctor’s 
visit six to eight weeks after 
childbirth. 

“Your rectus muscles – 
these are the ones that give 
you your ‘six pack’ – can be 
separated after having a baby, 
a condition called diastasis,” 
warns Dr. Marjorie Greenfield, 
a professor of obstetrics 
and gynecology at University 
Hospitals Case Medical 
Center and author of The 
Working Woman’s Pregnancy 
Book. “If you feel more than 
an inch of space between the 
muscles when you do a mini 
sit-up, abdominal exercises 
can make it worse; do not do 
heavy-duty abs work. Consult 
with your doctor, midwife, or 
physical therapist.”

 Greenfield advises 
caution. “Very vigorous activity 
after birth may increase 
your bleeding, so if that’s 
happening, stop and talk to 
your doctor.” 

Once you get clearance, 
Calabrese recommends 
exercising regularly, eating 
“clean,” five to six meals a 
day with no processed or 
dense foods (“You could do 
5,000 sit-ups, but if you don’t 
eat right, the fat will sit there 
on top of the muscle,”) and 
adding a cardio component 
(intense intervals burn double 
the calories) to your workouts. 
She also recommends small 
changes, like avoiding that 
glass of wine. Switch up your 
workout, too. “Your body gets 
used to something within four 
to six weeks. You can’t do the 
same thing forever. Once you 
change it up, your body will 
burn more calories and burn 
that fat.” 

Balmert echoes: “1,000 
crunches a day will not burn 
your fat.” Mix and match 
your workout with specific 

exercises for tummy flattening. 
She recommends clearing 
your mind. 

“Start from a gratitude 
point,” she says. “Your 
thoughts are like a compass 
taking you in a direction. It 
all starts with a feeling. So 
start with the best possible 
thought you can have about 
yourself, whether it’s (about) 
your arms or calves or another 
part of you you like. Every day, 
breathe into that space, say 
‘I do deserve to be healthier 
and stronger and I’m willing to 
change to do that.’ Don’t go 
beating yourself up over your 
tummy.”

Greenfield also believes 
state of mind is important. 
“Remember, your body has 
done something miraculous 
[in childbirth]. Give yourself a 
little credit… and remember 
what you got from it.” n

Kristine Meldrum Denholm is a 
freelance journalist specializing 
in wellness and psychological 
issues. 

Drink water to get rid of 
toxins,  
which are stored in that belly 
fat. Divide your weight in half: 
that’s what you should be 
drinking in ounces of water 
each day.

Exercises for flattening, 
depending on your strength. 
Cross-over crunches (bicycle): 
lie on the back, bring knees 
to 90-degree bend, and put 
fingertips behind. Cross and 
alternate sides. Go until you 
feel fatigue in abdominal 
muscles.

Tummy tuck.  
Several times a day, hold your 
belly in like you’re trying to put 

on tight jeans. Breathe nor-
mally. Give yourself a trigger – 
a red light or when you look at 
a clock – and do it then. “It’s 
like a pretend vacuum, pulling 
your gut toward your spine.”

Make lunge, not war.  
Push the stroller with lunges. 
“It’s activating all large muscle 
groups instead of just working 
on the six-pack.”

Variety is the spice of life. 
“Whether it’s classes or activi-
ties or weight training or play-
ing basketball with your kids, 
it’s a combination of doing 
things as naturally as possible, 
in mind, body and physical 
fitness.” 

The bicycle – yes, the old 
bicycle crunch still works, 
rotating your elbows with your 
knees.
The reverse crunch: bend 
knees and bring legs up to the 
abdominals. 
Stability ball crunch. Place 
a medicine ball between your 
ankles. Come up slightly with 
medicine ball (you can start 
without it and move up to 4-6 
lbs.); do arms across chest, 
then crunch, or with medicine 

ball, hold it over your head.
Stability ball pass is 

good for upper abs 
work. Lay flat on your 

back with stability ball between 
the ankles, bring up until you 
touch your hands, pass it to 
your hands, bring hands back 
over your head, then let legs 
down and bring legs back to 
get it again. Pass it back and 
forth. 
Work out 
every other 
day. Pauline 
believes in a 
combination 
of intervals 
and exercises, 
including 10 
minutes of 
straight ab 

work without rest for a toned 
tummy. “Your abs are a muscle 
like any other muscle. So rest 
48 hours in between.”

“Try to be in 
shape before you 

get pregnant. And 
you can train in 

pregnancy, just talk 
to your doctor.” 

-Dr. Marjorie 
Greenfield
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